
BWT – The Water Company

Optimal coffee water to fulfil even the highest 
requirements

Simple use in the water tank

bestcup filter cartridges ( ) can be used easily in the 
tanks of a wide range of coffee and espresso machine 
via an adapter ( ).
A range of adapters are available e.g. for hose ( ) or 
direct connection ( ). The water is filtered directly as 
required (making coffee) and is available right away for 
your fresh coffee.

Ask your specialist dealer or visit  
water-and-more.com for more information.

Highest quality coffee water ensures optimal coffee enjoyment and pro-
tects high-quality machine technology.

The unique water optimization with bestcup professional technology of-
fers targeted reduction of carbonate hardness (scale content) in the water 
and provides clear, particle-free coffee water free from unpleasant tastes 
or odours. bestcup technology ensures highly efficient protection against 
scale deposits in the coffee machine and improves the taste of espresso 
and coffee specialities.

Valuable minerals remain in the water and ensure optimal aroma and per-
fect crema.

bestcup professional technology offers all-round protection for your ma-
chine and guarantees optimal enjoyment for all coffee connoisseurs and 
espresso fans.

Natural 
water

bestcup fulfils the expectations of even the most 
discerning coffee connoisseurs and hobby baristas:

Protects you coffee machine from scale deposits
ensures long service life of high-quality coffee  
machine technology

Guarantees optimal and consistent coffee quality
perfect coffee aroma for satisfied coffee  
connoisseurs

Highest level of efficiency with large filter capacities
with professional 4-level filtration 

Simple to use with no complicated setting procedure
for quick and easy filter change 

* Registered trademarks of JURA (Switzerland), Lavazza (Italy), Saeco (Italy) and ILLY (Italy).

bestcup in-line tank filter
Compatible with a wide range of coffee machines, 
including JURA®*, Lavazza®*, Saeco®*, ILLY®* and 
many other brands.

NEW in-line tank filter 
for coffee machines! 
Available for almost all 

brand name devices.



Your PLUS with bestcup professional technology
High filter capacities for maximal efficiency in the  
professional field
Safe protection from scale deposits with all types  
of water
Optimal coffee quality for satisfied customers –  
guaranteed
Easy to use – rapid filter change 

Maximal performance for every requirement

A food-grade ion exchanger 
fixes scale

Fine filter removes suspended 
particles

Activated carbon binds organic 
impurities and chlorine

Pre-filter removes particles, 
such as sand and iron

Pre-filter stage

End filter stage

Adsorption stage 
(taste stage)

Enhancement stage

bestcup water filter: optimal coffee water with top technology and professional 4-level filtration

A comprehensive range of filter cartridges with 
“single head technology” is available for coffee 
machines with a mains water connection.

water+more by BWT
Products and services to optimise water and meet 
the specific requirements of the catering sector and 
of those wanting to enjoy great coffee at home.

bestcup T
Filter capacity at 10 °KH = 50 litres

bestcup M
Filter capacity at 10 °KH = 100 litres

bestcup S
Filter capacity at 10 °KH = 50 litres

bestcup L
Filter capacity at 10 °KH = 200 litres

bestcup filter cartridge order numbers
bestcup T:  KS30I00
bestcup S:  KS32I00
bestcup M:  KS34I00
bestcup L:  KS36I00

Cup volumes

Quality range  35 ml  70 ml  150 ml
A 2.381 1.190 555
B 1.428 714 333
C 1.020 510 238
A 2.381 1.190 555
B 1.428 714 333
C 1.020 510 238
A 4.762 2.381 1.111
B 2.857 1.429 667
C 2.041 1.020 476
A 9.524 4.762 2.222
B 5.714 2.857 1.333
C 4.082 2.041 952
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